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ABSTRACT
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techniques to the output of the feature detection algorithms.
The computing system identifies salient event segments of the
multimedia input as a result of the semantic reasoning. The
computing system can incorporate the salient event segments
into a visual presentation, such as a video clip. Alternatively
or in addition, the computing system can generate a natural
language description of the content of the multimedia input.
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0011 FIG. 6 is a simplified block diagram of an exemplary
computing environment in connection with which at least one
embodiment of the system of FIG. 1 may be implemented.

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

IDENTIFYING, DESCRIBING, AND SHARING

0001. This application claims priority to and the benefit of
U.S. Utility patent application Ser. No. 13/737,607, filed Jan.
9, 2013, which claims priority to and the benefit of U.S.
Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 61/637,196, filed Apr.
23, 2012, each of which is incorporated herein by this refer
ence in its entirety.
GOVERNMENT RIGHTS

0002 This invention was made in part with government
support under NBC contract no. D11PC20066 awarded by
the Department of the Interior. The United States Govern
ment has certain rights in this invention.
BACKGROUND

0003. With the integration of digital video recording tech
nology into more and more consumer-oriented electronic
devices, visual content (e.g., digital photos and videos) is
frequently captured, viewed, and shared by mobile device
applications, instant messaging and electronic mail, social
media services, and other electronic communication meth
ods.

0004. In computer vision, mathematical techniques are
used to detect the presence of and recognize various elements
of the visual scenes that are depicted in digital images. Local
ized portions of an image, known as features, may be used to
analyze and classify the image. Low-level features, such as
interest points and edges, may be computed from an image
and used to detect, for example, people, objects, and land
marks that are depicted in the image. Machine learning algo
rithms are often used for image recognition.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0005. This disclosure is illustrated by way of example and
not by way of limitation in the accompanying figures. The
figures may, alone or in combination, illustrate one or more
embodiments of the disclosure. Elements illustrated in the

figures are not necessarily drawn to scale. Reference labels
may be repeated among the figures to indicate corresponding
or analogous elements.
0006 FIG. 1 is a simplified schematic diagram of an envi
ronment of at least one embodiment of a multimedia content

understanding and assistance computing system including a
multimedia content understanding module as disclosed
herein;

0007 FIG. 2 is a simplified schematic diagram of an envi
ronment of at least one embodiment of the multimedia con

tent understanding module of FIG. 1;
0008 FIG. 3 is a simplified flow diagram of at least one
embodiment of a process executable by the computing system
of FIG. 1 to provide multimedia content understanding and
assistance as disclosed herein;

0009 FIG. 4 is a simplified schematic illustration of at
least one embodiment of feature, concept, event, and salient
activity modeling as disclosed herein;
0010 FIG. 5 is a simplified example of at least one
embodiment of automated salient event detection in a video

as disclosed herein; and

0012 While the concepts of the present disclosure are
Susceptible to various modifications and alternative forms,
specific embodiments thereof are shown by way of example
in the drawings and are described in detail below. It should be
understood that there is no intent to limit the concepts of the
present disclosure to the particular forms disclosed. On the
contrary, the intent is to cover all modifications, equivalents,
and alternatives consistent with the present disclosure and the
appended claims.
0013 The use of visual content, e.g., digital images and
Video, as a communication modality is becoming increas
ingly common. Mobile cameras are used to capture not just
special holidays and important events, but also to record
other, relatively mundane yet entertaining or otherwise
memorable scenes and activities that are more difficult to

classify. For instance, a picture or video of a child's
impromptu imitation of a family member, a trick performed
by a pet, or a humorous interaction involving a group of
friends may be very meaningful to the camera holder and/or
worthy of sharing with others, but difficult to describe or
“tag” with words in a way that would facilitate retrieval of the
image at a later time. Even with visual content that is more
easily categorized, such as footage of weddings and birth
days, it can be very difficult and time-consuming for the user
to manually identify and locate the most interesting or impor
tant scenes, particularly when the collection of images or
video is very large. Further, where the collection contains
multiple images of the same scene, it can be challenging for
users to discern the one or two specific images that represent
the “best depictions of the scene.
0014 Referring now to FIG. 1, an embodiment of a mul
timedia content understanding and assistance computing sys
tem 100 is shown in the context of an environment that may be
created during the operation of the system 100 (e.g., a physi
cal and/or virtual execution or “runtime' environment). The
illustrative multimedia content understanding and assistance
computing system 100 is embodied as a number of machine
readable instructions, modules, data structures and/or other

components, which may be implemented as computer hard

ware, firmware, software, or a combination thereof. For ease

of discussion, the multimedia content understanding and
assistance computing system 100 may be referred to hereinas
a “visual content assistant,” a “video assistant, an “image
assistant a “multimedia assistant, or by similar terminol
Ogy.

0015 The computing system 100 executes computer
vision algorithms, including machine learning algorithms,
semantic reasoning techniques, and/or other technologies to,
among other things, in an automated fashion, identify, under
stand, and describe events that are depicted in multimedia
input 102. As described in more detail below, the illustrative
computing system 100 can, among other things, help users
quickly and easily locate 'salient activities' in lengthy and/or
large Volumes of video footage, so that the most important or
meaningful segments can be extracted, retained and shared.
The computing system 100 can compile the salient event
segments into a visual presentation 120 (e.g., a “highlight
reel' video clip) that can be stored and/or shared over a
computer network. The system 100 can, alternatively or in
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addition, generate a natural language (NL) description 122 of
the multimedia input 102, which describes the content of the
input 102 in a manner that can be used for, among other
things, searching, retrieval, and establishing links between
the input 102 and other electronic content (such as text or
Voice input, advertisements, other videos, documents, or
other multimedia content).
0016. The events that can be automatically detected and
described by the computing system 100 include “complex
events. As used herein, "complex event may refer to, among
other things, an event that is made up of multiple “constitu
ent people, objects, Scenes and/or activities. For example, a
birthday party is a complex event that can include the activi
ties of singing, blowing out candles, opening presents, and
eating cake. Similarly, a child acting out an improvisation is a
complex event that may include people Smiling, laughing,
dancing, drawing a picture, and applause. A group activity
relating to a political issue, sports event, or music perfor
mance is a complex event that may involve a group of people
walking or standing together, a person holding a sign, written
words on the sign, a person wearing a t-shirt with a slogan
printed on the shirt, and human Voices shouting. Other
examples of complex events include human interactions with
other people (e.g., conversations, meetings, presentations,
etc.) and human interactions with objects (e.g., cooking,
repairing a machine, conducting an experiment, building a
house, etc.). The activities that make up a complex event are
not limited to visual features. Rather, “activities' as used

herein may refer to, among other things, visual, audio, and/or
text features, which may be detected by the computing system
100 in an automated fashion using a number of different
algorithms and feature detection techniques, as described in
more detail below. Stated another way, an activity as used
herein may refer to any semantic element of the multimedia
input 102 that, as determined by the computing system 100,
evidences an event.

0017. As used herein, “multimedia input may refer to,
among other things, a collection of digital images, a video, a
collection of videos, or a collection of images and videos
(where a “collection' includes two or more images and/or
videos). References herein to a “video' may refer to, among
other things, a relatively short video clip, an entire full-length
video production, or different segments within a video or
Video clip (where a segment includes a sequence of two or
more frames of the video). Any video of the input 102 may
include or have associated therewith an audio Soundtrack

and/or a speech transcript, where the speech transcript may be
generated by, for example, an automated speech recognition
(ASR) module of the computing system 100. Any video or
image of the input 102 may include or have associated there
with a text transcript, where the text transcript may be gener
ated by, for example, an optical character recognition (OCR)
module of the computing system 100. References hereinto an
“image' may refer to, among other things, a still image (e.g.,
a digital photograph) or a frame of a video (e.g., a "key
frame').
0018. A multimedia content understanding module 104 of
the computing system 100 is embodied as software, firmware,
hardware, or a combination thereof. The multimedia content

understanding module 104 applies a number of different fea
ture detection algorithms 130 to the multimedia input 102.
using a multimedia content knowledge base 132, and gener
ates an event description 106 based on the output of the
algorithms 130. The multimedia knowledge base 132 is
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embodied as Software, firmware, hardware, or a combination

thereof (e.g., as a database, table, or other suitable data struc
ture or computer programming construct). The illustrative
multimedia content understanding module 104 executes dif
ferent feature detection algorithms 130 on different parts or
segments of the multimedia input 102 to detect different
features, or the multimedia content understanding module
104 executes all or a subset of the feature detection algorithms
130 on all portions of the multimedia input 102. Some
examples of feature detection algorithms and techniques,
including low-level, mid-level, and complex event detection
and recognition techniques, are described in the priority
application, Cheng et al., U.S. Utility patent application Ser.
No. 13/737,607 (“Classification, Search, and Retrieval of
Complex Video Events”); and also in Chakraborty et al., U.S.
Utility patent application Ser. No. 14/021,696, filed Sep. 9,
2013 (“Recognizing Entity Interactions in Visual Media”),
Chakraborty et al., U.S. Utility patent application Ser. No.
13/967,521, filed Aug. 15, 2013 (“3D Visual Proxemics: Rec
ognizing Human Interactions in 3D from a Single Image'),
Han et al., U.S. Pat. No. 8,634,638 (“Real-Time Action
Detection and Classification'), Eledath et al., U.S. Pat. No.
8.339,456 (Apparatus for Intelligent and Autonomous Video
Content and Streaming'), all of SRI International and each of
which is incorporated herein by this reference. Additionally,
technologies for visual feature detection and indexing are
disclosed in Sawhney, Harpreet S. et al., U.S. Utility patent
application Ser. No.
Ref. No. SRI-US-7096-2
(“Multi-Dimensional Realization of Visual Content of an
Image Collection').
0019. The event description 106 semantically describes an
event depicted by the multimedia input 102, as determined by
the multimedia content understanding module 104. In the
illustrative embodiments, the event description 106 is deter
mined algorithmically by the computing system 100 analyZ
ing the multimedia input 102. In other embodiments, the
event description 106 may be user-supplied or determined by
the system 100 based on metadata or other descriptive infor
mation associated with the input 102. The illustrative event
description 106 generated by the understanding module 104
indicates an event type or category, such as “birthday party.”
“wedding.” “soccer game.” “hiking trip, or “family activity.”
The event description 106 may be embodied as, for example,
a natural language word or phrase that is encoded in a tag or
label, which the computing system 100 associates with the
multimedia input 102 (e.g., as an extensible markup language
or XML tag). Alternatively or in addition, the event descrip
tion 106 may be embodied as structured data, e.g., a data type
or data structure including semantics, such as "Party(retire
ment),” “Party(birthday).” “Sports Event(soccer),” “Perfor
mance(singing) or "Performance(dancing).
0020. To generate the event description 106, the illustra
tive multimedia content understanding module 104 accesses
one or more feature models 134 and/or concept models 136.
The feature models 134 and the concept models 136 are
embodied as Software, firmware, hardware, or a combination

thereof, e.g., a knowledge base, database, table, or other Suit
able data structure or computer programming construct. The
models 134, 136 correlate semantic descriptions of features
and concepts with instances or combinations of output of the
algorithms 130 that evidence those features and concepts. For
example, the feature models 134 may define relationships
between sets of low level features detected by the algorithms
130 with semantic descriptions of those sets of features (e.g.,
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“object,” “person.” “face.” “ball,” “vehicle,” etc.). Similarly,
the concept model 136 may define relationships between sets
of features detected by the algorithms 130 and higher-level
“concepts. Such as people, objects, actions and poses (e.g.,
“sitting.” “running.” “throwing, etc.). The semantic descrip
tions of features and concepts that are maintained by the
models 134, 136 may be embodied as natural language
descriptions and/or structured data. As described in more
detail below with reference to FIG. 4, a mapping 140 of the
knowledge base 132 indicates relationships between various
combinations of features, concepts, events, and activities. As
described below, the event description 106 can be determined
using semantic reasoning in connection with the knowledge
base 132 and/or the mapping 140. To establish “relation
ships' and “associations' as described herein, the computing
system 100 may utilize, for example, a knowledge represen
tation language or ontology.
0021. The computing system 100 uses the event descrip
tion 106 and the knowledge base 132 to determine one or

multimedia content knowledge base 132 to determine the
constituent activities that are associated with a birthday party
(e.g., blowing out candles, etc.), and selects one or more of the
feature detection algorithms 130 to execute on the multimedia
input 102 to look for scenes in the input 102 that depict those
constituent activities. The understanding module 104
executes the selected algorithms 130 to identify salient event
segments 112 of the input 102, such that the identified salient
event segments 112 each depict one (or more) of the constitu
ent activities that are associated with the birthday party.
0024. Once the computing system 100 has identified the
portions or segments of the multimedia input 102 that depict
the salient activities, an output generator module 114 of the
computing system 100 can do a number of different things
with the salient activity information. The output generator
module 114 and its submodules, a visual presentation gen
erator module 116 and a natural language generator module

more "salient’ activities that are associated with the occur

0025. The visual presentation generator module 116 of the
output generator module 114 automatically extracts (e.g.,
removes or makes a copy of) the salient event segments 112
from the input 102 and incorporates the extracted segments
112 into a visual presentation 120. Such as a video clip (e.g.,
a “highlight reel') or multimedia presentation, using a pre
sentation template 142. In doing so, the visual presentation
generator module 116 may select the particular presentation
template 142 to use to create the presentation 120 based on a
characteristic of the multimedia input 102, the event descrip
tion 106, user input, domain-specific criteria, and/or other
presentation template selection criteria.
0026. The natural language generator module 118 of the
output generator module 114 automatically generates a natu
ral language description 122 of the event 106, including natu
ral language descriptions of the salient event segments 112
and Suitable transition phrases, using a natural language tem
plate 144. In doing so, the natural language presentation
generator module 118 may select the particular natural lan
guage template 144 to use to create the NL description 122
based on a characteristic of the multimedia input 102, the
event description 106, user input, domain-specific criteria,
and/or other NL template selection criteria. An example of a
natural language description 122 for a highlight reel of a
child’s birthday party, which may be output by the NL gen
erator module 118, may include: “Child’s birthday party,
including children playing games followed by singing, blow
ing out candles, and eating cake.” Some examples of methods
for generating the natural language description 122 (e.g.,
“recounting) are described in the aforementioned priority
patent application Ser. No. 13/737,607.
0027. The NL generator module 118 may formulate the
NL description 122 as natural language speech using, e.g.,
stored NL speech samples (which may be stored in, for
example, data storage 620). The NL speech samples may
include prepared NL descriptions of complex events and
activities. Alternatively or in addition, the NL description 122
may be constructed "on the fly.” using, e.g., a natural language
generator and text-to-speech (TTS) Subsystem, which may be
implemented as part of the computing system 100 or as exter
nal modules or systems with which the computing system 100
is in communication overa computer network (e.g., a network
646).
0028. The presentation templates 142 provide the specifi
cations that the output generator module 114 uses to select

rence of the detected event. To do this, the computing system
100 may access salient event criteria 138 and/or the mapping
140 of the knowledge base 132. The illustrative salient event
criteria 138 indicate one or more criteria for determining
whether an activity is a salient activity in relation to one or
more events. For instance, the salient event criteria 138 iden

tify Salient activities and the corresponding feature detection
information that the computing system 100 needs in order to
algorithmically identify those salient activities in the input
102 (where the feature detection information may include, for
example, parameters of computer vision algorithms 130). In
some embodiments, the salient event criteria 138 includes

saliency indicators 238 (FIG. 2), which indicate, for particu
lar salient activities, a variable degree of saliency associated
with the activity as it relates to a particular event. A salient
event criterion 138 may be embodied as, for example, one or
more per-defined, selected, or computed data values. A
saliency indicator 238 may be embodied as, for example, a
pre-defined, selected, or computed data value. Such as a pri
ority, a weight or a rank that can be used to arrange or priori
tize the salient event segments 112.
0022. The mapping 140 of the knowledge base 132 links
activities with events, so that, once the event description 106
is determined, the understanding module 104 can determine
the activities that are associated with the event description
106 and look for those activities in the input 102. The map
ping 140 may establish one-to-one, one-to-many, or many
to-many logical relationships between the various events and
activities in the knowledge base 132. For example, the activ
ity of “singing may be associated with “party' events and
“performance' events while the activity of “blowing out
candles' may be only associated with the event of “birthday
party. In general, the mapping 140 and the various other
portions of the knowledge base 132 can be configured and
defined according to the requirements of a particular design
of the computing system 100 (e.g., according to domain
specific requirements).
0023. Once the salient activities are determined, the com
puting system 100 executes one or more algorithms 130 to
identify particular portions or segments of the multimedia
input 102 that depict those salient activities. As an example, if
the computing system 100 determines that the multimedia
input 102 depicts a birthday party (the event), the illustrative
multimedia content understanding module 104 accesses the

118, are each embodied as software, firmware, hardware, or a
combination thereof.
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salient event segments 112 for inclusion in the visual presen
tation 120, arrange the salient event segments 112, and create
the visual presentation 120. For example, a presentation tem
plate 142 specifies, for a particular event type, the type of
content to include in the visual presentation 120, the number
of salient event segments 112, the order in which to arrange
the segments 112, (e.g., chronological or by Subject matter),
the pace and transitions between the segments 112, the
accompanying audio or text, and/or other aspects of the visual
presentation 120. The presentation template 142 may further
specify a maximum duration of the visual presentation 120,
which may correspond to a maximum duration permitted by
a video sharing service or a Social media service (in consid
eration of the limitations of the computer network infrastruc
ture or for other reasons). Portions of the templates 142 may
be embodied as an ontology or knowledge base that incorpo
rates or accesses previously developed knowledge, such as
knowledge obtained from the analysis of many inputs 102
overtime, and information drawn from other data sources that

are publicly available (e.g., on the Internet). The output gen
erator module 114 or more specifically, the visual presenta
tion generator module 116, formulates the visual presentation
120 according to the system- or user-selected template 142
(e.g., by inserting the salient event segments 112 extracted
from the multimedia input 102 into appropriate “slots’ in the
template 142).
0029. The illustrative computing system 100 includes a
number of semantic content learning modules 152, including
feature learning modules 154, a concept learning module 156,
a salient event learning module 158, and a template learning
module 160. The learning modules 152 execute machine
learning algorithms on samples of multimedia content (im
ages and/or video) of an image/video collection 150 and
create and for update portions of the knowledge base 132
and/or the presentation templates 142. For example, the learn
ing modules 152 may be used to initially populate and/or
periodically update portions of the knowledge base 132 and/
or the templates 142,144. The feature learning modules 154
analyze sample images and videos from the collection 150
and populate or update the feature models 134. For example,
the feature learning modules 154 may, over time or as a result
of analyzing portions of the collection 150, algorithmically
learn patterns of computer vision algorithm output that evi
dence a particular feature, and update the feature models 134
accordingly. Similarly, the concept learning module 156 may,
over time or as a result of analyzing portions of the collection
150, algorithmically learn combinations of low level features
that evidence particular concepts, and update the concept
model 136 accordingly.
0030. The illustrative salient event learning module 158
analyzes portions of the image/video collection 150 to deter
mine salient event criteria 138, to identify events for inclusion
in the mapping 140, to identify activities that are associated
with events, and to determine the saliency of various activities
with respect to different events. For example, the salient event
learning module 158 may identify a new event or activity for
inclusion in the mapping 140, or identify new salient event
criteria 138, based on the frequency of occurrence of certain
features and/or concepts in the collection 150. The salient
event learning module 158 can also identify multi-modal
salient event markers including “non visual characteristics
of input videos such as object motion, changes in motion
patterns, changes in camera position or camera motion,
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amount or direction of camera motion, camera angle, audio
features (e.g., cheering sounds or speech).
0031. The illustrative template learning module 160 ana
lyzes the collection 150 to create and/or update the presenta
tion templates 142. For example, the template learning mod
ule 160 may, after reviewing a set of professionally made
videos in the collection 150, incorporate organizational ele
ments of those professionally made videos into one or more of
the templates 142 or create a new template 142 that includes
specifications gleaned from the professionally made videos.
Portions of the template learning module 160 may algorith
mically analyze the audio tracks of videos in the collection
150 and update the NL templates 144, as well.
0032. The video collection 150 refers generally to one or
more bodies of retrievable multimedia digital content that
may be stored in computer memory at the computing system
100 and/or other computing systems or devices. The video
collection 150 may include images and/or videos stored
remotely at Internet sites such as YOUTUBE and INSTA
GRAM, and/or images/videos that are stored in one or more
local collections, such as storage media of a personal com
puter or mobile device (e.g., a “camera roll' of a mobile
device camera application). In any case, images/videos in the
collection 150 need not have been previously tagged with
metadata or other identifying material in order to be useful to
the computing system 100. The computing system 100 can
operate on images/videos 150 and/or multimedia input 102
whether or not it has been previously tagged or annotated in
any way. To the extent that any of the content in the collection
150 is already tagged with descriptions, any of the learning
modules 152 can learn and apply those existing descriptions
to the knowledge base 132 and/or the templates 142,144.
0033. The output generator module 114 interfaces with an
interactive storyboard module 124 to allow the end user to
modify the (machine-generated) visual presentation 120 and/
or the (machine-generated) NL description 122, as desired.
The illustrative interactive storyboard module 124 includes
an editing module 126, a sharing module 128, and an auto
suggest module 162. The interactive storyboard module 124
and its submodules 126, 128, 162 are each embodied as
software, firmware, hardware, or a combination thereof. The

editing module 126 displays the elements of the visual pre
sentation 120 on a display device (e.g., a display device 642,
FIG. 6) and interactively modifies the visual presentation 120
in response to human-computerinteraction (HCI) received by
a human-computer interface device (e.g., a microphone 632,
the display device 642, or another part of an HCI subsystem
638). The interactive storyboard module 124 presents the
salient event segments 112 using a storyboard format that
enables the user to intuitively review, rearrange, add and
delete segments of the presentation 120 (e.g. by tapping on a
touchscreen of the HCI subsystem 638). When the user's
interaction with the presentation 120 is complete, the inter
active storyboard module 124 stores the updated version of
the presentation 120 in computer memory (e.g., a data storage
620).
0034. The sharing module 128 is responsive to user inter
action with the computing system 100 that indicates that the
user would like to “share” the newly created or updated pre
sentation 120 with other people, e.g., over a computer net
work, e-mail, a messaging service, or other electronic com
munication mechanism. The illustrative sharing module 128
can be pre-configured or user-configured to automatically
enable sharing in response to the completion of a presentation
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120, or to only share the presentation 120 in response to
affirmative user approval of the presentation 120. In either
case, the sharing module 128 is configured to automatically
share (e.g., upload to an Internet-based photo or video sharing
site or service) the presentation 120 in response to a single
user interaction (e.g., "one click” sharing). To do this, the
sharing module 128 interfaces with network interface tech
nology of the computing system 100 (e.g., a communication
subsystem 644).
0035. The auto-suggest module 162 leverages the infor
mation produced by other modules of the computing system
100, including the event description 106, the NL description
122, and/or the visual presentation 120, to provide an intelli
gent automatic image/video suggestion service. In some
embodiments, the auto-suggest module 162 associates, or
interactively suggests, the visual presentation 120 or the mul
timedia input 102 to be associated, with other electronic
content based on the event description 106 or the NL descrip
tion 122 that the computing system 100 has automatically
assigned to the multimedia input 102 or the visual presenta
tion 120. To do this, the auto-suggest module 162 includes a
persistent input monitoring mechanism that monitors user
inputs received by the editing module 126 or other user inter
face modules of the computing system 100, including inputs
received by other applications or services running on the
computing system 100. The auto-suggest module 162 evalu
ates the user inputs over time, compares the user inputs to the
event descriptions 106 and/or the NL descriptions 122 (using,
e.g., a matching algorithm), determines if any user inputs
match any of the event descriptions 106 or NL descriptions
122, and, if an input matches an event description 106 or an
NL description 122, generates an image Suggestion, which
Suggests the relevant images/videos 102, 120 in response to
the user input based on the comparison of the description(s)
106, 122 to the user input. For example, if the auto-suggest
module 162 detects a textual description input as a wall post
to a Social media page or a text message, the auto-suggest
module 162 looks for images/videos in the collection 150 or
stored in other locations, which depict visual content relevant
to the content of the wall post or text message. If the auto
suggest module 162 determines that an image/video 102,120
contains visual content that matches the content of the wall

post or text message, the auto-suggest module 162 displays a
thumbnail of the matching image/video as a Suggested
Supplement or attachment to the wall post or text message.
0036. In some embodiments, the auto-suggest module 162
operates in conjunction with other modules of the computing
system 100 to interactively suggest an event description 106
or NL description 122 to associate with an image/video 102,
120. For example, if the system 100 determines that an unla
beled image/video 102, 120 has similar visual content to an
already-labeled image/video in the collection 150, the system
100 may suggest that the event description 106 and/or the NL
description 122 associated with the image in the collection
150 be automatically propagated to the unlabeled image/
video 102,120.

0037. The illustrative computing system 100 also includes
a user preference learning module 148. The user preference
learning module 148 is embodied as software, firmware,
hardware, or a combination thereof. The user preference
learning module 148 monitors implicit and/or explicit user
interactions with the presentation 120 (user feedback 146)
and executes, e.g., machine learning algorithms to learn user
specific specifications and/or preferences as to, for example,
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the types of activities that the user considers to be "salient’
with respect to particular events, the user's specifications or
preferences as to the ordering of salient events in various
types of different presentations 120, and/or other aspects of
the creation of the presentation 120 and/or the NL description
122. The user preference learning module 148 updates the
templates 142,144 and/orportions of the knowledge base 132
(e.g., the salient event criteria 138) based on its analysis of the
user feedback 146.

0038 Referring now to FIG. 2, an embodiment of the
multimedia content understanding module 104 is shown in
greater detail, in the context of an environment that may be
created during the operation of the computing system 100
(e.g., a physical and/or virtual execution or "runtime' envi
ronment). The multimedia content understanding module
104 and each of the components shown in FIG. 2 are embod
ied as machine-readable instructions, modules, data struc

tures and/or other components, in Software, firmware, hard
ware, or a combination thereof.

0039. The illustrative multimedia content understanding
module 104 includes a number of feature detection modules

202, including a visual feature detection module 212, an
audio feature detection module 214, a text feature detection

module 216, and a camera configuration feature detection
module 218. The feature detection modules 202, including
the modules 212, 214, 216, 218, are embodied as software,
firmware, hardware, or a combination thereof. The various

feature detection modules 212, 214, 216, 218 analyze differ
ent aspects of the multimedia input 102 using respective
portions of the feature models 134. To enable this, the multi
media content understanding module 104 employs external
devices, applications and services as needed in order to cre
ate, from the multimedia input 102, one or more image/video
segments 204, an audio track 206, and a text/speech transcript
208.

0040. The image/video segment(s) 204 each include one
or more digital images of the multimedia input 102 (e.g., a
still image, a set of still images, a video, or a set of videos).
The visual feature detection module 212 analyzes each seg
ment 204 using the visual feature models 236, and outputs a
set of visual features 220 that have been detected in the

segment 204. To do this, the visual feature detection module
212 employs a number of automated feature recognition algo
rithms 130 to detect lower-level features of interest in the

input 102, and interfaces with the visual feature models 236 to
recognize and semantically classify the detected features. As
used herein, “low-level” may refer to, among other things,
visual features that capture characteristic shapes and motion
without significant spatio-temporal variations between dif
ferent instances of the features. With regard to video input
102, both static and dynamic low-level visual features can be
detected. Static visual features include features that are

extracted from individual keyframes of a video at a defined
extraction rate (e.g., 1 frame/second). Some examples of
static visual feature detectors include GIST, SIFT (Scale
Invariant Feature Transform), and colorSIFT. The GIST fea
ture detector can be used to detect abstract scene and layout
information, including perceptual dimensions such as natu
ralness, openness, roughness, etc. The SIFT feature detector
can be used to detect the appearance of an image at particular
interest points without regard to image scale, rotation, level of
illumination, noise, and minor changes in viewpoint. The
colorSIFT feature detector extends the SIFT feature detector
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to include color keypoints and color descriptors, such as
intensity, shadow, and shading effects.
0041) Dynamic visual features include features that are
computed over X-y-t segments or windows of a video.
Dynamic feature detectors can detect the appearance of
actors, objects and scenes as well as their motion information.
Some examples of dynamic feature detectors include
MoSIFT, STIP (Spatio-Temporal Interest Point), DTF-HOG
(Dense Trajectory based Histograms of Oriented Gradients),
and DTF-MBH (Dense-Trajectory based Motion Boundary
Histogram). The MoSIFT feature detector extends the SIFT
feature detector to the time dimension and can collect both

local appearance and local motion information, and identify
interest points in the video that contain at least a minimal
amount of movement. The STIP feature detector computes a
spatio-temporal second-moment matrix at each video point
using independent spatial and temporal scale values, a sepa
rable Gaussian Smoothing function, and space-time gradi
ents. The DTF-HoG feature detector tracks two-dimensional

interest points over time rather than three-dimensional inter
est points in the X-y-t domain, by sampling and tracking
feature points on a dense grid and extracting the dense trajec
tories. The HoGs are computed along the dense trajectories to
eliminate the effects of camera motion (which may be par
ticularly important in the context of unconstrained or “in the
wild” videos). The DTF-MBH feature detector applies the
MBH descriptors to the dense trajectories to capture object
motion information. The MBH descriptors represent the gra
dient of optical flow rather than the optical flow itself. Thus,
the MBH descriptors can suppress the effects of camera
motion, as well. However, HoF (histograms of optical flow)
may be used, alternatively or in addition, in some embodi
ments. Additional details of the illustrative low-level feature

detectors can be found in the priority application, U.S. Pro
visional patent application Ser. No. 61/637,196.
0042. The illustrative visual feature detection module 212
quantizes the extracted low-level features by feature type
using the visual feature models 236. In some embodiments,
the feature models 236 or portions thereof are machine
learned (e.g., from training data in the collection 150) using,
e.g. k-means clustering techniques. The visual feature detec
tion module 212 can aggregate the quantized low-level fea
tures by feature type, by using, for example, a Bag-of-Words
(BoW) model in which a frequency histogram of visual words
is computed over the entire length of a video. The visual
feature detection module 212 identifies the visual features
220 to the event detection module 228.

0043. Some embodiments of the computing system 100
can detect the presence of a variety of different types of
multimedia features in the multimedia input 102, including
audio and text, in addition to the more typical visual features
(e.g., actors, objects, Scenes, actions). The illustrative audio
feature detection module 214 analyzes the audio track of an
input 102 using mathematical sound processing algorithms
and uses the audio feature model 238 (e.g., an acoustic model)
to detect and classify audio features 222. For example, the
audio feature detection module 214 may detect an acoustic
characteristic of the audio track of a certain segment of an
input video 102, and, with the audio feature model 238,
classify the acoustic characteristic as indicating a "cheering
sound or “applause.” Some examples of low level audio fea
tures that can be used to mathematically detect audio events in
the input 102 include Mel frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCCs), spectral centroid (SC), spectral roll off (SRO),
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time domain Zero crossing (TDZC), and spectral flux. The
audio feature model 238 is manually authored and/or devel
oped using training data and machine learning techniques, in
a similar fashion to the visual feature models 236 except that
the audio features of the training data are analyzed rather than
the visual features, in order to develop the audio feature
model 238. The audio feature detection module 214 identifies
the detected audio features 222 to the event detection module
228.

0044. The text feature detection module 216 interfaces
with an automated speech recognition (ASR) system and/or a
video optical character recognition (OCR) system. The ASR
and/or OCR system may be a part of the computing system
100 or in communication with the computing system 100 via
a computer network (e.g., a network 646). An ASR system
may identify spoken words present in the audio track of a
video input 102 and provide a text translation of the spoken
words (e.g., a transcript 208) to the text feature detection
module 216. An OCR system may recognize text that is
presentina visual scene of an image or video, and provide the
recognized text (e.g., a transcript 208) to the text feature
detection module 216. For example, the OCR system may be
used to detect words or phrases displayed on apparel, Street
signs, or buildings that are depicted in one or more scenes of
the input images/video 102. The text feature detection mod
ule 216 evaluates the transcript 208 using a text model 240 to
extract portions of the transcript 208 that may be semantically
meaningful. Portions of the text model 240 may be embodied
as a language model or vocabulary, for example. The illustra
tive text model 240 is manually authored and/or developed
using training data and machine learning techniques, in a
similar fashion to the visual feature models 236 except that
the text features of the training data are analyzed rather than
the visual features, in order to develop the text model 240. As
an example of the use of the text feature detection module
216, an ASR transcript 208 of a video input 102 may include
the words, “he just scored and/or an OCR transcript 208 of
the video input 102 may include the phrase “GO NINERS.”
The text feature detection module 216 identifies these textual
features 224 to the event detection module 228.

0045. The camera configuration feature detection module
218 detects “meta-level features 226 in images and video
input 102. Some examples of meta-level features 226 include
camera motion, camera view angle, number of shots taken,
shot composition, and shot duration (e.g., number of frames
in a video input 102). The computing system 100 uses one or
more of the meta-level features 226 to discern the intent of the

person taking the picture or video: what were they trying to
capture? The camera angle, the direction and speed of the
motion of the camera relative to a detected event in a video

input 102 (e.g., tracking) can reveal people or objects of
interest to the camera holder. For example, the camera con
figuration feature detection module 218 may determine,
based on information in the camera configuration model 242,
that if a set of meta-level features 226 indicates that the

camera is tracking the movement of a particular person or
object in the scene at a particular speed, the tracked person or
object is likely to be of interest to the camera holder, and thus,
salient event segments 112 should include the tracked person
or object. The illustrative camera configuration feature model
242 is manually authored and/or developed using training
data and machine learning techniques, in a similar fashion to
the visual feature models 236 except that the meta-level fea
tures of the training data are analyzed rather than the visual
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features, in order to develop the camera configuration feature
model 238. The camera configuration feature module 218
identifies the meta-level features 226 to the event detection
module 228.

0046

Referring now to the event detection module 228,

the illustrative event detection module 228 uses data fusion

techniques to combine the visual features 220, the audio
features 222, the textual features 224, and the meta-level

features 226, to the extent that each or any of these types of
features are detected in the multimedia input 102. In this way,
the event detection module 228 can utilize a variety of visual
and non-visual features to identify events and Salient activi
ties in the input 102.
0047. The illustrative event detection module 228 applies
a Supervised learning model. Such as Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classifiers, to the visual features 220 (e.g., BoW fea
tures). The event detection module 228 uses data fusion strat
egies (e.g., early and late fusion) to identify events in the input
102, based on the fused low-level features 220, 222, 224, 226.

In other embodiments, the event detection module 228 per
forms concept detection based on the low-level features 220
(and/or the low-level features 222, 224, 226) and determines
the events based on the detected concepts, using the concept
model 136. For example, the event detection module 228 may
use one or more concept classifiers to analyze the low-level
features 220, 222, 224, 226 and use the concept model 136 to
classify the low-level features 220, 222, 224, 226 as repre
sentative of certain higher-level concepts such as scenes,
actions, actors, and objects. As such, the illustrative concept
model 136 includes data 244 (e.g., semantic elements) iden
tifying low level features 220, 222, 224, 226, data 248 (e.g.,
semantic elements) identifying semantic concepts, and data
246 (e.g., semantic elements) identifying relationships
between the various low level features 220, 222, 224, 226 and

the concepts 248. The event detection module 228 may apply
one or more event classifiers to the features 244, relationships
246, and/or concepts 238 to determine whether a combination
of features 244, relationships 246, and/or concepts 238 evi
dences an event. The relationships 246 may include, for
example, temporal relations between actions, objects, and/or
audio events (e.g., “is followed by’), compositional relation
ships (e.g., Person X is doing Y with object Z), interaction
relationships (e.g., person X is pushing an object Y or Person
Y is using an object Z), State relations involving people or
objects (e.g., “is performing, “is saying), co-occurrence
relations (e.g., “is wearing.” “is carrying), spatial relations
(e.g., “is the same object as”), temporal relations between
objects (e.g., “is the same object as”), and/or other types of
attributed relationships (e.g., spatial, causal, procedural, etc.).
The relationships 246 may specify a variety of different types
of relationships between low level features 220, 222, 224, 226
and concepts 248, and/or between different types of concepts
248. Maintaining the data relating to features 244, relation
ships 246, and concepts 248 allows the system 100 to detect
higher level semantic concepts that tend to evidence events,
including complex events. Some additional examples of Such
higher level concepts include “crowd dancing.” “person giv
ing speech,” “people drinking.” and “person running.” It
should be noted that the relationships 246 include not only
relationships between different visual features, but also rela
tionships between different types of multimedia features and
concepts; for instance, relationships between audio features
222 and visual features 220 (e.g., a loud sound is followed by
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a bright light) or relationships between text features and
sound features (e.g., a GONINERS sign and cheering).
0048. Each or any of the models 134,136 and/or the map
ping 140 can maintain (e.g., probabilistic or statistical) indi
cators of the determined evidentiary significance of the rela
tionships between features, concepts, events, and salient
activities. In some embodiments, indicators of evidentiary
significance are determined using machine learning tech
niques. For example, a machine learning analysis of training
Videos depicting a “person making a sandwich' (a complex
event) may indicate that semantic descriptions such as
“kitchen' (scene), “hands visible” (actor), "placing fillings on
bread” (action) and 'spreading creamy Substance' (action)
are highly likely to be associated with a person making a
sandwich, while other semantic descriptions such as “outdoor
event.” (Scene), "vehicle moving (action) or “person jump
ing” (action) are unlikely to be associated with that particular
event. Such indicators can be used by the multimedia content
understanding module 104, or the event detection module 228
more specifically, to perform semantic reasoning.
0049. The event detection module 228 includes a descrip
tion formulator 230 and an annotator 232. The event detection

module and each of its submodules 230, 232 is embodied as
software, firmware, hardware, or a combination thereof.

Once the event detection module 228 has determined (e.g.,
through semantic reasoning) an event associated with the
input 102, the description formulator 230 generates the event
description 106 as described above, and the annotator 232
annotates or otherwise associates the event description 106
with the multimedia input 102 (e.g., by appending a meta tag
to the input 102 or by other suitable techniques).
0050. The event detection module 228 identifies the event
description 106 to the salient activity detector module 234.
The salientactivity detector module 234 uses the salient event
criteria 138 to evaluate the event description 106 and/or the
detected features 220, 222, 224, 226 of the multimedia input
102 to determine the salient activities associated with the

event description 106 or with the multimedia input 102 more
generally. To do this, the salient activity detector module 234
maps the event description 106 to Salient activities using, e.g.,
the mapping 140 and/or knowledge contained in the salient
event criteria 138. The salient event criteria 138 can be

derived from a number of different sources. For example,
salient event markers 250 can be determined by applying
machine learning techniques to training samples (e.g., por
tions of the image/video collection 150) of meta-level fea
tures 226. In other words, the computing system 100 can
learn, over time, characteristic data values of meta-level fea
tures 226 or combinations of meta-level features that tend to

be representative of salient events. The illustrative salient
event criteria 138 also includes harvested salient event criteria

252. The harvested salient event criteria 252 is derived by
analyzing samples of training data (e.g., portions of the
image/video collection 150) to determine, for example, the
activities that appear most often in videos depicting certain
types of events. Activities that frequently appear in Videos
may be considered salient activities according to the comput
ing system 100. The salient event criteria 138 also includes
salientactivity templates 254. The templates 254 may include
portions of the presentation templates 142. For example, a
presentation template 142 may specify a list of activities that
are considered to be "salient' for a particular type of video
montage or other visual presentation 120. The salient event
criteria 138 may also include salient event criteria that is
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specified by or derived from user inputs 256. For example, the
interactive storyboard module 124 may determine salient
event criteria based on user inputs received by the editing
module 126. As another example, the user preference learn
ing module 148 may derive new or updated salient event
criteria based on its analysis of the user feedback 146.
0051. The salient event criteria 138 identifies the salient
activities associated with the event description 106. The
salient event criteria 138 also specifies the information that
the computing system 100 needs to detect those salient activi
ties in the input 102 using the feature detection algorithms
130, e.g., salient event detection criteria. For example, the
salient event detection criteria may include data values and/or
algorithm parameters that indicate a particular combination
of features 220, 222, 224, 226 that is associated with a salient

activity. Each or any of the salient event criteria 138 may have
associated therewith one or more saliency indicators 238. The
saliency indicators 238 can be used by the computing system
100 to select or prioritize the salient event segments 112. The
saliency indicators 238 may be embodied as attributes of the
markers 250, the harvested criteria 252, the templates 254
and/or the user inputs 256. For instance, each salient event
criterion may have an associated saliency indicator 238. Fur
ther, a salient event criterion may have multiple saliency
indicators 238, as the criterion may have different degrees of
saliency in relation to different events.
0052. The salient activity detector module 234 identifies
the salientactivity detection criteria 236 (e.g., the instructions
or data for algorithmically detecting the salient activities in
the input 102) and the saliency indicator(s) 238 to the salient
event segment identifier module 240. The salient event iden
tifier module 240 uses the saliency indicator(s) 238 and/or the
salient activity detection criteria 236 to select the appropriate
feature detection algorithms 130 to execute on the input 102,
in order to algorithmically identify the salient event segments
112, executes the selected algorithms 130, and provides data
indicating the identified salient event segments 112 and the
event description 106 to the output generator module 114.
0053 Referring now to FIG. 3, an example of a process
300 executable by the computing system 100 to provide video
content understanding and assistance services is shown. The
process 300 may be embodied as computerized programs,
routines, logic and/or instructions executed by the computing
system 100, for example by one or more of the modules and
other components shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, described above.
At block 310, the system 100 receives one or more input files,
e.g. a multimedia input 102. The input file(s) can be embodied
as, for example, raw video footage or digital pictures captured
by Smartphone or other personal electronics device. The input
file(s) may be stored on a local computing device and/or a
remote computing device (e.g., in personal cloud, such as
through a document storing application like DROPBOX.
Thus, the input file(s) may be received by a file uploading, file
transfer, or messaging capability of the end user's computing
device and/or the computing system 100 (e.g., the communi
cation subsystems 644, 672). At block 312, the computing
system 100 may perform a preliminary step of filtering the
input file(s) based on one or more of the saliency indicators.
For example, the computing system 100 may evaluate the
meta level features 226 of the input as a preliminary step and
filter out any files or video frames that fall outside the scope of
the saliency indicators for the meta level features 238. This
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pre-processing step may, for example, help eliminate low
quality footage prior to execution of other feature detection
algorithms 130.
0054. At block 314, the computing system 100 executes
the feature detection algorithms 130 on the input remaining
after the pre-processing (if any) of block 312. The feature
detection algorithms 130 detect visual features 220, audio
features 222, and/or textual features 224 as described above.

The algorithms may also detect meta level features 226, if not
already performed at block 312. At block 316, the system 100
evaluates the detected features 220, 222, 224, and/or 226 and
based on that evaluation, determines an event that is evi

denced by the detected features. To do this, the system 100
maps the visual, audio, and/or textual features 220, 222, 224
to semantic concepts (using e.g., the concept model 136 and/
or the mapping 140) at block 318. The system 320 merges the
features 220, 222, 224 and semantic concepts at block 320
(using, e.g., the mapping 140) to formulate a semantic
description of the event that the system 100 has determined is
evidenced by the detected features. The semantic description
may be embodied as the event description 106 as described
above. At block 322, the system 100 associates the semantic
description of the event with the input file(s) (using, e.g., meta
tags). Thus, as a result of block 316, the system 100 automati
cally classifies the input file(s) as depicting an event based on
the output of the feature detection algorithms 130.
0055. In other embodiments, at block 316, the system 100
classifies the input without executing the feature detection
algorithms 130. For example, the system 100 may receive the
event type (e.g., an event description 106) from an end user,
e.g., as a text string, search query, or metatag. The system 100
may extract meta tags previously associated with the input
and use those meta tags to classify the input. Thus, in some
embodiments, feature detection algorithms may be used to
determine the salient event segments as described herein, but
not to determine the initial event classification.

0056. At block 324, the computing system 100 determines
the salient activities that are associated with the event deter

mined at block316. To do this, the system 100 uses the salient
event criteria 138 and/or the mapping 140 to evaluate the
event information generated at block 316. For example, the
system 100 determines, using the mapping 140, activities that
are associated with the detected event. The system 100 may
also use the saliency indicators 238 at block 326 to prioritize
the salient activities so that, for example, if a template 142
specifies a limitation on the length or duration of the visual
presentation 120, segments of the input that depict the higher
priority salient activities can be included in the presentation
120 and segments that depict lower priority activities may be
excluded from the presentation 120. At block 328, the system
100 determines the salient activity detection criteria for each
of the salient activities identified by the salient event criteria.
As discussed above, the salient activity detection criteria are
used by the system 100 to algorithmically identify the salient
event segments 112 of the input file(s). For example, the
system 100 may utilize the salient activity detection criteria as
input or parameters of one or more of the feature detection
algorithms 130.
0057. At block 332, the system 100 identifies the salient
event segments 112 in the multimedia input file(s). To do this,
the system 100 executes one or more of the feature detection
algorithms 130 using the salient activity detection criteria
determined at block 328. The system 100 also uses the
saliency indicators 238, if any, to filter or prioritize the salient
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event segments 112 (block 334). At block 336, the computing
system 100 generates the visual presentation 120 (e.g., a
video clip or “montage'), and/or the NL description 122,
using, e.g., the templates 142,144 as described above (block
338). At block 340, the system 100 presents the visual pre
sentation 120 and/or the NL description 122 to the end user
using an interactive storyboard type of user interface mecha
nism. The interactive storyboard mechanism allows the user
to review, edit, approve, and share the visual presentation 120
and/or the NL description 122. At block 342, the computing
system 100 incorporates feedback learned or observed
through the user's interactions with the interactive storyboard
into one or more of the system models, templates, and/or
knowledge bases. As mentioned above, the templates 142,
144, the salient event criteria 138 (including saliency indica
tors 238), and/or other portions of the knowledge base 132
may be updated in response to the users interactions (e.g.,
editing, viewing, sharing) with the visual presentation 120
and/or the NL description 122 via the interactive storyboard
mechanism. It should be noted that while this disclosure

refers to a “storyboard type mechanism, other types and
formats of intuitive human computer interfaces or other
mechanisms for the review and editing of multimedia files
may be used equally as well.
0058 Referring now to FIG. 4, an embodiment of the
mapping 140 is shown in greater detail. The illustrative map
ping 140 and portions thereof may be embodied as one or
more data structures, such as a searchable database, table, or

knowledge base, in software, firmware, hardware, or a com
bination thereof. The mapping 140 establishes relationships
between and/or among semantic elements of the various
stored models described above (e.g., the feature models 134
and the concept model 136). As shown in FIG. 4, the illustra
tive mapping 140 defines logical links or connections 420,
422, 424, 426, 428 between the various types of detected
features 410, concepts 412, relations 414, events 416, and
salient activities 418. The system 140 can use the mapping
140 and particularly the links 420, 422, 424, 426, 428, in
performing the semantic reasoning to determine events and
salient activities based on the features 410, concepts 412, and
relations 414. The mapping 140 may be embodied as, for
example, an ontology that defines the various relationships
between the semantic elements shown in FIG. 4. The map
ping 140 may be initially developed through a manual author
ing process and/or by executing machine learning algorithms
on sets of training data. The mapping 140 may be updated in
response to use of the system 100 over time using, e.g., one or
more machine learning techniques. The mapping 140 may be
stored in computer memory, e.g., as part of the stored models,
knowledge base, and/or templates 626,666.
Example Usage Scenarios
0059 Referring now to FIG. 5, an example 500 of salient
event segment identification as disclosed herein is shown.
Video 510 is an input to the system 100. The system 100
analyzes the video using feature detection algorithms and
semantic reasoning as described above. Time-dependent out
put of the system 100's semantic analysis of the detected
features is shown by the graphics 512, 514, 516,518. In the
graphic 512, the portion 520 represents a salient event seg
ment 112 of the video 510. The system 100 has determined,
using the techniques described above, that the salient event
segment 520 depicts the salient activity of blowing out
candles. Similarly, the system 100 has identified, using the
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techniques described above, salient event segments 522,524,
each of which depicts a person singing, and a salient event
segment 526, which depicts a person opening a box. The
system 100 did not detect any segments depicting the activity
of cutting a cake, in the video 510. The system 100 can extract
the segments 520, 522, 524,526 from the video 510 and
incorporate the segments 520, 522524,526 into a video clip
that includes only the most interesting or salient portions of
the video 510.

0060. One usage scenario of the technology disclosed
herein provides a fully-automated video creation service with
a “one-click” sharing capability. In this embodiment, the
service takes one or more input video files, which can be e.g.
raw footage captured by Smartphone, and identifies a most
relevant event type for the uploaded video, e.g. birthday party,
wedding, football game. The service identifies the event using
feature recognition algorithms, such as described above and
in the aforementioned priority patent applications of SRI
International. In some instances, the step of event identifica
tion can be done manually, such as by the user selecting an
event type from a menu or by typing in keywords. In this
embodiment, the event type corresponds to a stored template
identifying the key activities typically associated with that
event type. For example, for a birthday party, associated
activities would include blowing out candles, singing the
Happy Birthday Song, opening gifts, posing for pictures, etc.
Using feature detection algorithms for complex activity rec
ognition, such as those described above and in the aforemen
tioned priority patent applications, the service automatically
identifies segments (sequences of frames) within the
uploaded file that depict the various key activities or moments
associated with the relevant event type. The service automati
cally creates a highlight clip by splicing together the auto
matically-identified segments. The user can review the clip
and instruct the service to save the clip, download it, and/or
post/share it on a desired social network or other site.
0061. In another usage scenario, a video creation service
provides interactive storyboard editing capabilities. In this
embodiment, the process begins with one or more user-des
ignated input video files. As above, an event type is identified,
and video segments depicting key activities/moments are
algorithmically identified. In this embodiment, the system
may identify more salient event segments than it actually
proposes to use in a highlight clip, e.g., due to limits on total
clip length, uncertainty about which segments are best,
redundant capture of the same event/activities by multiple
Video sources, or other factors. Then, the service displays to
the user an interactive storyboard, with thumbnails or other
icons representing each of the segments along a timeline, and
a visual indication of the segments that the system tentatively
proposes to use in the highlight clip. If there is video from
multiple sources for the same activities, then multiple corre
sponding rows of segments can be displayed, with visual
indication of which segments from each row are to be used in
the edited clip. An example situation in which this may occur
is a child’s birthday party, where both parents and other
relatives (e.g., grandparents) may be taking video of the
child’s party. In this case, the system 100 can select salient
event segments from the different videos in the group of
Videos taken by the family members and merge them into a
highlight clip. In this embodiment, the user can modify the
content of the highlight clip interactively by selecting differ
ent segments to use, with the interactive storyboard interface.
In some embodiments, the user can also change the beginning
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and/or ending frames of a segment by selecting the segment
for editing, previewing it along with neighboring frames from
the original footage, and using interactive controls to mark
desired start and end frames for the system. Once the user
review/editing is complete, the service constructs a highlight
clip by splicing segments together in accordance with the
user's edits. As above, the user can preview the clip and
decide to save or share the clip, for example.
0062 Other embodiments include additional features,
alternatively or in addition to those described above. As illus
trated in the above example, the system 100 can handle mul
tiple input files at one time, even if the input files are from
multiple different users/devices. In some embodiments, the
automated creation of the highlight clip can be performed by
the system 100 in real time, on live video (e.g., immediately
after a user has finished filming, the system 100 can initiate
the highlight creation processes). In the interactive embodi
ments, users can add transition effects between segments,
where the transition effects may be automatically selected by
the service and/or chosen by the user.
0063. In some embodiments, the event description 106 or
the NL description 122 generated automatically by the sys
tem 100 can take the form of, e.g., metadata that can be used
for indexing, search and retrieval, and/or for advertising (e.g.,
as ad words). The meta data can include keywords that are
derived from the algorithmically performed complex activity

recognition and other semantic video analysis (e.g. face, loca
tion, object recognition; text OCR; voice recognition), per
formed by the system 100 using the feature detection algo
rithms 130 as described above. The metadata can be used by
query expansion and/or query augmentation mechanisms to
facilitate keyword searching, clustering, or browsing of a
collection 150. Alternatively or in addition, the metadata can
be used for automatic image/video suggestion in response to
user input or in relation to other electronic content (e.g., text
or images posted on an Internet web site) (e.g., by the auto
Suggest module 162). For example, if a user begins typing text
in an email, text message, or social media post, the system 100
can use the metadata to automatically, based on the text input
(which may be only partially complete), generate a list of
relevant images and/or videos, which the user may want to
attach to the message or share along with the post.
0064. In some embodiments, the content processing, e.g.,
the complex event recognition, is done on a server computer
(e.g., by a proprietary video creation service), so captured
video files are uploaded by the customer to the server, e.g.
using a client application running on a personal electronic
device or through interactive website. Interactive aspects,
Such as storyboard selection and editing of clip segments,
may be carried out via online interaction between the custom
ers capture device (e.g., camera, Smartphone, etc.), or other
customer local device (e.g. tablet, laptop), and the video
Service server computer. Responsive to local commands
entered on the customer's device, the server canassemble clip
segments as desired, and redefine beginning and end frames
of segments, with respect to the uploaded video content.
Results can be streamed to the customer's device for interac

tive Viewing. Alternatively or in addition, computer vision
algorithms (such as complex event recognition algorithms)
may be implemented locally on the user's capture device and
the video creation service can be delivered as an executable

application running on the customer's device.
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Implementation Examples
0065 Referring now to FIG. 6, a simplified block diagram
of an embodiment 600 of the multimedia content understand

ing and assistance computing system 100 is shown. While the
illustrative embodiment 600 is shown as involving multiple
components and devices, it should be understood that the
computing system 100 may constitute a single computing
device, alone or in combination with other devices. The

embodiment 600 includes a user computing device 610,
which embodies features and functionality of a "client-side'
or "front end” portion 618 of the computing system 100
depicted in FIG. 1, and a server computing device 650, which
embodies features and functionality of a “server-side' or
“back end portion 658 of the system 100. The embodiment
600 includes a display device 680 and a camera 682, each of
which may be used alternatively or in addition to the camera
630 and display device 642 of the user computing device 610.
Each or any of the computing devices 610, 650, 680, 682 may
be in communication with one another via one or more net
works 646.

0066. The computing system 100 orportions thereof may
be distributed across multiple computing devices that are
connected to the network(s) 646 as shown. In other embodi
ments, however, the computing system 100 may be located
entirely on, for example, the computing device 610 or one of
the devices 650, 680, 682. In some embodiments, portions of
the system 100 may be incorporated into other systems or
computer applications. Such applications or systems may
include, for example, commercial off the shelf (COTS) or
custom-developed virtual personal assistant applications,
Video montage creation applications, content sharing services
such as YOUTUBE and INSTAGRAM, and social media
services such as FACEBOOK and TWITTER. As used
herein, 'application' or “computer application” may refer to,
among other things, any type of computer program or group
of computer programs, whether implemented in software.
hardware, or a combination thereof, and includes self-con

tained, Vertical, and/or shrink-wrapped software applica
tions, distributed and cloud-based applications, and/or others.
Portions of a computer application may be embodied as firm
ware, as one or more components of an operating system, a
runtime library, an application programming interface (API),
as a self-contained software application, or as a component of
another software application, for example.
0067. The illustrative user computing device 610 includes
at least one processor 612 (e.g. a microprocessor, microcon
troller, digital signal processor, etc.), memory 614, and an
input/output (I/O) subsystem 616. The computing device 610
may be embodied as any type of computing device capable of
performing the functions described herein, such as a personal
computer (e.g., desktop, laptop, tablet, Smart phone, body
mounted device, wearable device, etc.), a server, an enterprise
computer system, a network of computers, a combination of
computers and other electronic devices, or other electronic
devices. Although not specifically shown, it should be under

stood that the I/O subsystem 616 typically includes, among
other things, an I/O controller, a memory controller, and one
or more I/O ports. The processor 612 and the I/O subsystem
616 are communicatively coupled to the memory 614. The
memory 614 may be embodied as any type of suitable com
puter memory device (e.g., volatile memory such as various
forms of random access memory).
0068. The I/O subsystem 616 is communicatively coupled
to a number of hardware and/or software components, includ
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ing the components of the computing system shown in FIGS.
1 and 2 or portions thereof (e.g., the multimedia content
assistant front end modules 618), the camera 630, and the
display device 642. As used herein, a “camera' may refer to
any device that is capable of acquiring and recording two
dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) video images of
portions of the real-world environment, and may include
cameras with one or more fixed camera parameters and/or
cameras having one or more variable parameters, fixed-loca
tion cameras (such as 'stand-off cameras that are installed in
walls or ceilings), and/or mobile cameras (Such as cameras
that are integrated with consumer electronic devices, such as
laptop computers, Smartphones, tablet computers, wearable
electronic devices and/or others.

0069. The camera 630, a microphone 632, speaker(s) 640,
and the display device 642 may form part of a human-com
puter interface subsystem 638, which includes one or more
user input devices (e.g., a touchscreen, keyboard, virtual key
pad, microphone, etc.) and one or more output devices (e.g.,
speakers, displays, LEDs, etc.). The human-computer inter
face device(s) 638 may include, for example, a touchscreen
display, a touch-sensitive keypad, a kinetic sensor and/or
other gesture-detecting device, an eye-tracking sensor, and/or
other devices that are capable of detecting human interactions
with a computing device.
0070. The devices 630, 640, 642, 680, 682 are illustrated
in FIG. 6 as being in communication with the user computing
device 610, either by the I/O subsystem 616 or a network 646.
It should be understood that any or all of the devices 630, 640,
642, 680, 682 may be integrated with the computing device
610 or embodied as a separate component. For example, the
camera 630 and/or microphone 632 may be embodied in a
wearable device, such as a head-mounted display, GOOGLE
GLASS-type device or BLUETOOTH earpiece, which then
communicates wirelessly with the computing device 610.
Alternatively, the devices 630, 640, 642, 680, 682 may be
embodied in a single computing device, Such as a Smartphone
or tablet computing device.
0071. The I/O subsystem 616 is also communicatively
coupled to one or more storage media 620, an ASR subsystem
634, an OCR subsystem 636, and a communication sub
system 644. It should be understood that each of the foregoing
components and/or systems may be integrated with the com
puting device 610 or may be a separate component or system
that is in communication with the I/O subsystem 616 (e.g.,
over a network 646 or a bus connection). The illustrative ASR
subsystem 634 and the illustrative OCR subsystem 636 are,
illustratively, COTS systems that are configured to interface
with the computing system 100.
0072 The storage media 620 may include one or more
hard drives or other Suitable data storage devices (e.g., flash
memory, memory cards, memory sticks, and/or others). In
Some embodiments, portions of the computing system 100,
e.g., the front end modules 618 and/or the multimedia inputs
102, the visual presentation 120, the NL description 122, the
algorithms 130, the knowledge base 132, the templates 142,
144, and/or other data, reside at least temporarily in the stor
age media 620. Portions of the computing system 100, e.g.,
the multimedia inputs 102, the visual presentation 120, the
NL description 122, the algorithms 130, the knowledge base
132, the templates 142,144, and/or other data may be copied
to the memory 614 during operation of the computing device
610, for faster processing or other reasons.
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0073. The communication subsystem 644 communica
tively couples the user computing device 610 to one or more
other devices, systems, or communication networks, e.g., a
local area network, wide area network, personal cloud, enter
prise cloud, public cloud, and/or the Internet, for example.
Accordingly, the communication Subsystem 644 may include
one or more wired or wireless network interface software,

firmware, or hardware, for example, as may be needed pur
Suant to the specifications and/or design of the particular
embodiment of the system 100.
(0074 The display device 680, the camera 682, and the
server computing device 650 each may be embodied as any
Suitable type of computing device or personal electronic
device capable of performing the functions described herein,
Such as any of the aforementioned types of devices or other
electronic devices. For example, in some embodiments, the
server computing device 650 may operate a “back end por
tion 658 of the multimedia content assistant computing sys
tem 100. The server computing device 650 may include one
or more server computers including storage media 660, which
may be used to store portions of the computing system 100,
such as the back end modules 658 and/or portions of the
multimedia inputs 102, the visual presentation 120, the NL
description 122, the algorithms 130, the knowledge base 132,
the templates 142, 144, and/or other data. The illustrative
server computing device 650 also includes an HCI subsystem
670, and a communication subsystem 672. In general, com
ponents of the server computing device 650 having similar
names to components of the computing device 610 described
above may be embodied similarly. Further, each of the
devices 680, 682 may include components similar to those
described above in connection with the user computing
device 610 and/or the server computing device 650. The
computing system 100 may include other components, Sub
components, and devices not illustrated in FIG. 6 for clarity of
the description. In general, the components of the computing
system 100 are communicatively coupled as shown in FIG. 6
by signal paths, which may be embodied as any type of wired
or wireless signal paths capable of facilitating communica
tion between the respective devices and components.
ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES

0075 Illustrative examples of the technologies disclosed
herein are provided below. An embodiment of the technolo
gies may include any one or more, and any combination of
the examples described below.
0076. In an example 1, a video assistant for understanding
content of a video is embodied in one or more non-transitory
machine accessible storage media of a computing system and
includes instructions executable by one or more processors to
cause the computing system to: detect a plurality of different
features in a plurality of different segments of a video by
executing a plurality of different feature detection algorithms
on the video, each of the video segments comprising one or
more frames of the video; determine an event evidenced by
the detected features; determine a plurality of salient activi
ties associated with the event; and algorithmically identify a
plurality of different salient event segments of the video, each
of the salient event segments depicting a salient activity asso
ciated with the event.

0077. An example 2 includes the subject matter of
example 1, and includes instructions executable to determine
salient event criteria associated with the event, and determine
the salient activities associated with the event based on the
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salient event criteria. An example 3 includes the Subject mat
ter of example 2, and includes instructions executable to
determine the salient event criteria by one or more of algo
rithmically analyzing a video collection and algorithmically
learning a user specification relating to the salient event cri
teria. An example 4 includes the Subject matter of any of
examples 1-3, and includes instructions executable to deter
mine a saliency indicator associated with each of the salient
event segments of the video, and select a Subset of the plural
ity of salient event segments for inclusion in a visual presen
tation based on the saliency indicator. An example 5 includes
the Subject matter of any of examples 1-4, and includes
instructions executable to extract the salient event segments
from the video and incorporate the extracted salient event
segments into a video clip. An example 6 includes the Subject
matter of example 5, and includes instructions executable to,
in response to user input, share the video clip with another
computing device over a network. An example 7 includes the
Subject matter of example 5, and includes instructions execut
able to one or more of: (i) by a human-computer interface
device, interactively edit the video clip and (ii) automatically
edit the video clip. An example 8 includes the subject matter
of example 7, and includes instructions executable to store
data relating to the interactive editing of the video clip,
execute one or more machine learning algorithms on the
stored data, and, in response to the execution of the one or
more machine learning algorithms on the stored data, update
one or more of the determination of salient activities associ
ated with the event and the identification of salient event

segments. An example 9 includes the Subject matter of any of
examples 1-8, and includes instructions executable to, by a
human-computer interface device, output a natural language
description of the one or more salient event segments.
0078. In an example 10, a computing system for under
standing content of a video includes: one or more computing
devices; and a plurality of processor-executable modules
embodied in one or more non-transitory machine accessible
storage media of the one or more computing devices, the
processor-executable modules comprising: a visual content
understanding module to cause the computing system to:
detect a plurality of different features in a plurality of different
segments of a video by executing one or more event recogni
tion algorithms; determine a semantic description of an event
evidenced by one or more of the detected features; and iden
tify one or more salient event segments of the video, each
salient event segment depicting a salient activity associated
with the event; an output generator module to cause the com
puting system to output a video clip comprising the salient
event segments; and an interactive storyboard module to
cause the computing system to one or more of interactively
edit the video clip and share the video clip over a network.
0079 An example 11 includes the subject matter of
example 10, wherein the visual content understanding mod
ule is to cause the computing system to determine a configu
ration of a camera used to record the video; derive, from the

camera configuration, a user intent with respect to the video;
and identify the salient event segments by selecting one or
more segments of the video that relate to the user intent. An
example 12 includes the Subject matter of example 11,
wherein in response to the user intent, the output generator
module is to cause the computing system to select a template
for creating the video clip. An example 13 includes the sub
ject matter of example 10, wherein the visual content under
standing module is to cause the computing system to deter
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mine the semantic description based on a plurality of different
algorithmically-detected features comprising two or more of
a visual feature, an audio feature, a textual feature, and a

meta-level feature indicative of a camera configuration. An
example 14 includes the Subject matter of any of examples
10-13, wherein the visual content understanding module is to
cause the computing system to determine relationships
between the detected features, map the detected features and
relationships to semantic concepts, and formulate the seman
tic description to comprise the semantic concepts. An
example 15 includes the Subject matter of any of examples
10-14, wherein the visual content understanding module is to
cause the computing system to, in an automated fashion,
associate the semantic description with the video. An
example 16 includes the Subject matter of any of examples
10-15, wherein the visual content understanding module is to
cause the computing system to determine a salient event
criterion and, based on the salient event criterion, identify the
salient activity associated with the event. An example 17
includes the subject matter of example 16, wherein the com
puting system is to learn the salient event criterion by analyZ
ing a professionally-made video. An example 18 includes the
Subject matter of example 16, wherein the computing system
is to analyze one or more of semantic content of a video
collection and user input, and determine the salient event
criterion based on the analysis of the one or more of the
semantic content and the user input. An example 19 includes
the subject matter of any of examples 10-18, wherein the
computing system is to determine a saliency indicator com
prising data associated with one or more of the detected
features, and use the saliency indicator to identify the salient
event segments.

0080. In an example 20, a computing system for under
standing visual content in digital images includes: one or
more computing devices; and instructions embodied in one or
more non-transitory machine accessible storage media of the
one or more computing devices, the instructions executable
by the one or more computing devices to cause the computing
system to: detect a plurality of different features in a set of
digital images by executing a plurality of different feature
detection algorithms on the set of images; map the one or
more features detected by the feature detection algorithms to
an event, the event evidenced by the one or more detected
features; determine a plurality of salient activities associated
with the event; extract one or more salient event segments
from the set of images, each of the salient event segments
depicting a salient activity associated with the event; and
incorporate the extracted one or more salient event segments
into a visual presentation.
I0081. An example 21 includes the subject matter of
example 20, wherein the instructions cause the computing
system to select at least two of: a visual feature detection
algorithm, an audio feature detection algorithm, and a textual
feature detection algorithm, execute the selected feature
detection algorithms to detect at least two of a visual feature,
an audio feature, and a textual feature of the set of images, and
determine the event evidenced by at least two of the visual
feature, the audio feature, and the textual feature. An example
22 includes the subject matter of example 20 or example 21,
wherein the instructions cause the computing system to, in an
automated fashion, generate a semantic description of the
event based on the one or more features detected by the
feature detection algorithms. An example 23 includes the
subject matter of any of examples 20-22, wherein the instruc
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tions cause the computing system to determine a saliency
indicator associated with each of the salient event segments,
and arrange the salient event segments in the visual presen
tation according to the saliency indicators associated with the
salient event segments. An example 24, includes the Subject
matter of example 23, wherein the instructions cause the
computing system to one or more of: (i) by a human-computer
interface device of the computing system, interactively rear
range the salient event segments in the visual presentation and
(ii) automatically rearrange the salient event segments in the
visual presentation. An example 25 includes the Subject mat
ter of example 23, wherein the instructions cause the com
puting system to select a Subset of the salient event segments
based on the saliency indicators associated with the salient
event segments, and create a visual presentation comprising
the salient event segments in the selected Subset of salient
event segments. An example 26 includes the Subject matter of
any of examples 20-25, wherein the instructions cause the
computing system to, in an automated fashion, associate a
description of the event with the images in the set of digital
images. An example 27 includes the Subject matter of
example 26, wherein the instructions cause the computing
system to detect user input comprising a textual description,
compare the textual description to the description of the event
associated with the images in the set of digital images, and, in
an automated fashion, Suggest one or more images having a
relevancy to the text description as determined by the com
parison of the textual description of the user input to the
description of the event.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

0082 In the foregoing description, numerous specific
details, examples, and Scenarios are set forth in order to
provide a more thorough understanding of the present disclo
sure. It will be appreciated, however, that embodiments of the
disclosure may be practiced without such specific details.
Further, Such examples and scenarios are provided for illus
tration, and are not intended to limit the disclosure in any way.
Those of ordinary skill in the art, with the included descrip
tions, should be able to implement appropriate functionality
without undue experimentation.
0083) References in the specification to “an embodiment.”
etc., indicate that the embodiment described may include a
particular feature, structure, or characteristic, but every
embodiment may not necessarily include the particular fea
ture, structure, or characteristic. Such phrases are not neces
sarily referring to the same embodiment. Further, when a
particular feature, structure, or characteristic is described in
connection with an embodiment, it is believed to be within the

knowledge of one skilled in the art to affect such feature,
structure, or characteristic in connection with other embodi

ments whether or not explicitly indicated.
0084 Embodiments in accordance with the disclosure
may be implemented in hardware, firmware, software, or any
combination thereof. Embodiments may also be imple
mented as instructions stored using one or more machine
readable media, which may be read and executed by one or
more processors. A machine-readable medium may include
any mechanism for storing or transmitting information in a
form readable by a machine (e.g., a computing device or a
“virtual machine' running on one or more computing
devices). For example, a machine-readable medium may
include any suitable form of volatile or non-volatile memory.
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0085 Modules, data structures, blocks, and the like are
referred to as Such for ease of discussion, and are not intended

to imply that any specific implementation details are required.
For example, any of the described modules and/or data struc
tures may be combined or divided into sub-modules, sub
processes or other units of computer code or data as may be
required by a particular design or implementation. In the
drawings, specific arrangements or orderings of Schematic
elements may be shown for ease of description. However, the
specific ordering or arrangement of Such elements is not
meant to imply that a particular order or sequence of process
ing, or separation of processes, is required in all embodi
ments. In general, Schematic elements used to represent
instruction blocks or modules may be implemented using any

Suitable form of machine-readable instruction, and each Such

instruction may be implemented using any suitable program
ming language, library, application-programming interface
(API), and/or other software development tools or frame
works. Similarly, schematic elements used to represent data
or information may be implemented using any suitable elec
tronic arrangement or data structure. Further, some connec
tions, relationships or associations between elements may be
simplified or not shown in the drawings So as not to obscure
the disclosure. This disclosure is to be considered as exem

plary and not restrictive in character, and all changes and
modifications that come within the spirit of the disclosure are
desired to be protected.
1. A video assistant for understanding content of a video,
the video assistant embodied in one or more non-transitory
machine accessible storage media of a computing system and
comprising instructions executable by one or more proces
sors to cause the computing system to:
detect a plurality of different features in a plurality of
different segments of a video by executing a plurality of
different feature detection algorithms on the video, each
of the video segments comprising one or more frames of
the video;

determine an event evidenced by the detected features;
determine a plurality of salient activities associated with
the event; and

algorithmically identify a plurality of different salient
event segments of the video, each of the salient event
segments depicting a salient activity associated with the
event.

2. The video assistant of claim 1, comprising instructions
executable to determine salient event criteria associated with

the event, and determine the salient activities associated with
the event based on the salient event criteria.

3. The video assistant of claim 2, comprising instructions
executable to determine the salient event criteria by one or
more of algorithmically analyzing a video collection and
algorithmically learning a user specification relating to the
salient event criteria.

4. The video assistant of claim 1, comprising instructions
executable to determine a saliency indicator associated with
each of the salient event segments of the video, and select a
Subset of the plurality of salient event segments for inclusion
in a visual presentation based on the saliency indicator.
5. The video assistant of claim 1, comprising instructions
executable to extract the salient event segments from the
Video and incorporate the extracted Salient event segments
into a video clip.
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6. The video assistant of claim 5, comprising instructions
executable to, in response to user input, share the video clip
with another computing device over a network.
7. The video assistant of claim 5, comprising instructions
executable to one or more of: (i) by a human-computer inter
face device, interactively edit the video clip and (ii) automati
cally edit the video clip.
8. The video assistant of claim 7, comprising instructions
executable to store data relating to the interactive editing of
the video clip, execute one or more machine learning algo
rithms on the stored data, and, in response to the execution of
the one or more machine learning algorithms on the stored
data, update one or more of the determination of salient
activities associated with the event and the identification of

salient event segments.
9. The video assistant of claim 1, comprising instructions
executable to, by a human-computer interface device, output
a natural language description of the one or more salient event
Segments.

10. A computing system for understanding content of a
Video, the computing system comprising:
one or more computing devices; and
a plurality of processor-executable modules embodied in
one or more non-transitory machine accessible storage
media of the one or more computing devices, the pro
cessor-executable modules comprising:
a visual content understanding module to cause the com
puting system to:
detect a plurality of different features in a plurality of
different segments of a video by executing one or
more event recognition algorithms;
determine a semantic description of an event evidenced
by one or more of the detected features; and
identify one or more salient event segments of the video,
each salient event segment depicting a salient activity
associated with the event;

an output generator module to cause the computing system
to output a video clip comprising the salient event seg
ments; and

an interactive storyboard module to cause the computing
system to one or more of interactively edit the video clip
and share the video clip over a network.
11. The computing system of claim 10, wherein the visual
content understanding module is to cause the computing sys
tem to determine a configuration of a camera used to record
the video; derive, from the camera configuration, a user intent
with respect to the video; and identify the salient event seg
ments by selecting one or more segments of the video that
relate to the user intent.

12. The computing system of claim 11, wherein in response
to the user intent, the output generator module is to cause the
computing system to select a template for creating the video
clip.
13. The computing system of claim 10, wherein the visual
content understanding module is to cause the computing sys
tem to determine the semantic description based on a plurality
of different algorithmically-detected features comprising two
or more of a visual feature, an audio feature, a textual feature,

and a meta-level feature indicative of a camera configuration.
14. The computing system of claim 10, wherein the visual
content understanding module is to cause the computing sys
tem to determine relationships between the detected features,
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map the detected features and relationships to semantic con
cepts, and formulate the semantic description to comprise the
semantic concepts.
15. The computing system of claim 10, wherein the visual
content understanding module is to cause the computing sys
tem to, in an automated fashion, associate the semantic

description with the video.
16. The computing system of claim 10, wherein the visual
content understanding module is to cause the computing sys

tem to determine a salient event criterion and, based on the

salient event criterion, identify the salient activity associated
with the event.

17. The computing system of claim 16, wherein the com
puting system is to learn the salient event criterion by analyZ
ing a professionally-made video.
18. The computing system of claim 16, wherein the com
puting system is to analyze one or more of semantic content
of a video collection and user input, and determine the salient
event criterion based on the analysis of the one or more of the
semantic content and the user input.
19. The computing system of claim 10, wherein the com
puting system is to determine a saliency indicator comprising
data associated with one or more of the detected features, and

use the saliency indicator to identify the salient event seg
mentS.

20. A computing system for understanding visual content
in digital images, the computing system comprising:
one or more computing devices; and
instructions embodied in one or more non-transitory
machine accessible storage media of the one or more
computing devices, the instructions executable by the
one or more computing devices to cause the computing
system to:

detect a plurality of different features in a set of digital
images by executing a plurality of different feature
detection algorithms on the set of images;
map the one or more features detected by the feature detec
tion algorithms to an event, the event evidenced by the
one or more detected features;

determine a plurality of salient activities associated with
the event;

extract one or more salient event segments from the set of
images, each of the salient event segments depicting a
salient activity associated with the event; and
incorporate the extracted one or more salient event seg
ments into a visual presentation.
21. The computing system of claim 20, wherein the instruc
tions cause the computing system to select at least two of a
visual feature detection algorithm, an audio feature detection
algorithm, and a textual feature detection algorithm, execute
the selected feature detection algorithms to detect at least two
of a visual feature, an audio feature, and a textual feature of

the set of images, and determine the event evidenced by at
least two of the visual feature, the audio feature, and the
textual feature.

22. The computing system of claim 20, wherein the instruc
tions cause the computing system to, in an automated fashion,
generate a semantic description of the event based on the one
or more features detected by the feature detection algorithms.
23. The computing system of claim 20, wherein the instruc
tions cause the computing system to determine a saliency
indicator associated with each of the salient event segments,
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and arrange the salient event segments in the visual presen
tation according to the saliency indicators associated with the
salient event segments.
24. The computing system of claim 23, wherein the instruc
tions cause the computing system to one or more of: (i) by a
human-computer interface device of the computing system,
interactively rearrange the salient event segments in the visual
presentation and (ii) automatically rearrange the salient event
segments in the visual presentation.
25. The computing system of claim 23, wherein the instruc
tions cause the computing system to select a Subset of the
salient event segments based on the saliency indicators asso
ciated with the salient event segments, and create a visual
presentation comprising the salient event segments in the
selected Subset of salient event segments.
26. The computing system of claim 20, wherein the instruc
tions cause the computing system to, in an automated fashion,
associate a description of the event with the images in the set
of digital images.
27. The computing system of claim 26, wherein the instruc
tions cause the computing system to detect user input com
prising a textual description, compare the textual description
to the description of the event associated with the images in
the set of digital images, and, in an automated fashion, Sug
gest one or more images having a relevancy to the text
description as determined by the comparison of the textual
description of the user input to the description of the event.
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